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ABSTRACT 

We extend previous calculations of line emission to higher 
density, lower temperature plasmas, typical of those expected in 
early ablative compression e;periments. Vfe analyze emission 
from Ne-seeded fuel in order to diagnose the density and temperature 
of the compressed core. The Stark/Doppler broadened emission 
profile is calculated for the H-like Ne resonance line. The observable 
lineshape is then obtained by time-averr ?Lng over expected density 
and terperature profiles and by including the effects of radiative 
transfer. 

^search performed under the auspices of the ^ f . Energy, Research 
and Development Administration, Contract W7'l05-En&-4B. 
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In order to more directly measure the density and temperature 
of the fuel region in current laser fusion pellets, we have 
investigated the use of x-ray line emission from a seed material 
in the fuel. In particular, we shall examine, in this paper, using 
the Lyman radiation from Heon (Z = 10) seed to provide density 
(and some temperature) information for super liquid (p = .2 g/cm ) 
DT compressions with core temperatures of about'300 eV, appropriate 
to current experiments. 

Ihe procedure for evaluation of the overall line emission 
is in several steps listed here and discussed below: time-dependent 
ionization state of seed material; steady-state exlcted state 
populai-ions; local line profile function; radiative transfer effects in 
core; line attenuation in shell; estimate of shell continuum 
background in line region. 

1. Time-Dependent Ioni2ation State of Seed Material. 
•a Using the collisional ionization rates of I&VJhirter, together 

with radiative recombination and three body recombination (from 
detailed balance) we solve for the time dependent ionization states 
of the seed material from Li-like to fully stripped ions. 

In the density and tenyerature regimes of interest here, the 
longest rate constants can be of the order of 100 picoseconds, which 
is short relative to the implosion time. To follow the implosion, 
we use the matter density and temperatures taken from the MHD code 

h LASNEX. Figures 1 and 2 show a representee density and 
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temperature history, together with the corresponding population 
densities of the various ionization states, which is used as input 
to the line emission source function. 

2. Steady-State Excited State Populations. 
In contrast to the ionization times, the excited states equilibrate 

very quickly and so we use a steady state determination of the 
excited state populations from a fixed ground state (hvAT « 3 ) 
population with collisional and radiative couplings to other levels. 
Once the excited populations are available, we can calculate the 
optically thin line emission intensity, as illustrated in figure 3. 

3. Local Line Profile Function. (Figure *!) 
Since we expect to only see the Lyman aline (there is 

approximately a 10 x reduction in Lyrran 3) it is crucial to extract 
all possible information frran it; i.e., we need a detailed line profile. 
There are several effects involved: 

a. Fine Structure. 
"Sns unperturbed level splitting between the j = 3/2 and 
i = 1/2 levels of n = 2, tfe + 9 is .45 electron volts. 

b. Quasistatic Ion Broadening. 
The mean Holtzmark field strength for an ion density 
rij = 1 0 " cm J leads to linear Stark shifts 20 tii;es 
larger than the fine structure splitting, with the result 
that we expect only the relatively narrow "unshifted" 
component to be observable. 
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c. Electron Inpact Broadening of ths unshifted component 
1/2 varies as n /\T and should provide a density determination. 

23 -3 The calculated Lorentz half-width is 1 eV for n = 10 J cm J 

e 
and T = 1 keV. 5 

e 
d. Ion Peppier Broadening ("*» .3 eV) and the Instrumental 

Width (^ 1 eV) must be subtracted from the observed 

width in order to obtain the inpact width. 

4. Radiative Transfer Effects in Core. 

Examination of typical super liquid implosion histories shows 

optical depths of H00 (see Figure 5a) but a very uniform spatial 

density and temperature in the core. Hence, we have used a homogeneous 

sphere approximation (at each instant of time) and solved the transfer 

equation by the kernel approximation technique of Avrett and Hummer, 

for a Doppler and Lorentz profile function (shown in Figure 6) . As 

shOiffi in Figure 5b the very high extinction coefficient limits the 

la ter photon emission to the outer layers and hence supresses the 

transfer effects. 

5. Line Attenuation in Shell 

Once out of the region of any ground s ta te population, in the 

core, the l ine emission suffers bound-free attenuation (no source 

function) in the shell material. In our case, the nearest edges are the 

oxygen hydrogen-like and helium-like K-edges. For the current 

type of experiments we find an overall attenuation of about 2 x as 

shown In Figure 7. I t I s essential that the shell thickness be kept 

at the minimum practical value In order to minimize th i s exponential 

attenuation. 
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6. Estimate of Shell Continuum Background in the Line Ration 
Finally, we must estimate the continuum emission at the line 

position to find a signal to noise ratio. We take the continuum 
emission from an average atom (for each material) opacity calculation 
in each of many photon energies (typically a 100 eV box around the 
line) together with a flux limited diffusion calculation of the 
radiation. These estimates are within factors of 2-3 of experimental 
results, and the target designs are made to give large signal/noise 
ratios. The overall widths are snail (about 2 eV) and it is therefore 
very important to have instrumental resolution of order 1 eV to be 
able to see the line and extract features of the profile sufficient 
to estimate the implosion density. 

/ 
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FIG. 4 Unshifted lineshape after convolution with Doppler profile. The complete emission 
lineshape results fron further convolution with the electron impact Lorentz lineshape. 
The histograph indicates the relative intensities and the photon energies of the j = 1/2 
ar.d j = 3/2 components for an isolated srationiry ior>. 
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PARAMETERS OF FXAHPI E TARGET CALCULATION 

GLASS FIICROBALLOON (SIO?) 

DIAMETER 
WALL THICKNESS 
FILL 

60 JJM 
1 JJM 

2 m/ar TOTAL 

902 D-T' 
10% NEON 

35 JOULES 
300 PSEC 

LASFR PULSE 

CALCiiiATFn CORF PARAMFT-RS (1 I)) 
MAXIMUM DENSITY 
MAXIMUM ELECTRON TEMPERATURE 

GAUSSIAN 

.75 G/CM3 

'300 EV 
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